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. INRODUCTION

Angular scintillation (glint) in the tracking loop of a radio frequency (RF) missile
seeker arises from warps in the phase front of the scattered wave produced by
interference between the individual centers of scattering on a complex target. Because
the seeker attempts to orient itself at right angles to the phase front, these warps can
produce a substantial displacement between the apparent radar center and the physical
center of the target.
Glint is one the major limiting factors in terminal guidance accuracy for an RFguided missile. Given this circumstance, the evaluation of missile seekers in hardwarein-the-loop (HWIL) test chambers clearly must use target models that reproduce
accurately the glint characteristics of a given target in all regards, such as proper size
and aspect angle dependence, complete polarization dependence, and proper correlation
between radar cross section (RCS) and glint. The Naval Weapons Center is currently
gathering measurements on a variety of scale-model and full-size targets for the purpose
of developing glint and RCS models for HWIL chambers.
This report describes a 45-gigahertz (GHz) fully polarimetric imaging radar that was
developed for these measurements. The 45-GHz frequency was chosen to give a f. '1-sizeequivalent frequency of about 9 GHz for the one-fifth-scale targets measured v th the
radar. As with a number of instrumentation radars in recent years, we designed the
system around a Hewlett-Packard (HP) 8510B network analyzer. Three features of this
radar distinguish it from other existing inverse synthetic aperture radars (ISARs):
* Since the largest targets have a size L of approximately 8 meters, the size-towavelength ratio is L/. = 1200. This ratio is significantly larger than most ISAR
installations and requires that special consideration be given to the possibility of
image blurring by spurious target and pylon motion.
e The measurements are taken on an outdoor RCS facility at a range of 1000 meters.
Most millimeter-wave ISAR facilities use indoor anechoic chambers. This large
range requires a delay line in the reference arm of the HP-85 10B.
* For comparison with the apparent radar center of scattering calculated from the
ISAR-image-derived models, an independent monopulse processing channel was
implemented in the radar. The monopulse output provides continuous "ground
truth" measurement of the center of scattering by measuring the angle of arrival
(AOA).
Although the radar was developed for a specific purpose (Glint and Scintillation
Project), it also has application to general-purpose RCS and ISAR measurements. The
entire system is portable and intended for out-of-door applications.
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Below, we first review briefly the fundamentals of ISAR imaging, emphasizing that
the image can be thought of as a scattering center 'map" of the target. From this map.
with suitable approximations, we then show that the RCS and the apparent AOA (glint)
can be calculated. We then present the details of the radar. We elaborate on several
special problems encountered for this measurement, including the need for the shortest
possible measurement time and concerns about spurious motion of the target.
Calibration of the radar is then discussed. We close with examples of ISAR images and
other data taken with the radar.

2. ISAR IMAGING AND TARGET SCATTERNG MODELS
2.1. ISAR IMAGING FUNDAMENTALS
Referring to Figure 1, ISAR imaging seeks to recover the target reflectivity
distribution g(x.y) in the x-y plane by measuring the RCS coherently as the target

g9 (X..z)

Yx

Radar
FIGURE 1. Target With Reflectivity Distribution gtx,y,z) Rotating on Pylon in the x-y
Plane. A typical scattering center at (p,O) is
highlighted.
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is rotated through an angle 0. Taking the body-fixed coordinates of a general point on
the target as p and W. this point produces a phase variation at the radar receiver given by
lff ) = exp Ot fp cos (0- 4)/cJ .

(1)

where f is the frequency. Expanding the cosine and defining fy = -2f cos 0/c and
fx = 2f sin 0/c. the phase variation can be written as
i(fx. fy)

=

exp U2 (fcx + fyy)

(2)

.

At any given 0 and f. the total measured signal is given by
cof Ix. fy)

=

J g~xy) exp U12x (fxx + fyy)] dx dy .

(3)

Taking the Inverse two-dimensional Fourier transform of Equation 3 then yields the
desired result:

g(x.y) = Ifh(fx.

fy)
( x. fy) exp [-J 2n (fxx + fyy)I dfx dfy

(4)

where hf x . fy) is the windowing function.
From the properties of the Fourier transform, the downrange resolution Ay is
related to the bandwidth B by

(5)

Ay = ck/2B.

where k is a constant of order unity that depends on the specific hf x , fy). For a
rectangular window. k = 1.0. The cross-range resolution Ax Is related to the extent of the
aspect angle window (i.e.. the angular change over which a single image is formed) AO by
(6)

Ax = c/2fo AO,
where fo is the lower edge of the band over which the radar Is swept.

2.2. TARGET SCATTERING MODEL CONSTRUCTION
Each target reflectivity distribution g(x.y) constitutes a "radar image" of the target in
the plane normal to the axis of rotation. In fact, of course, g(xy) changes as the target is
rotated: New scatterers come into view, other scatterers are shadowed, the scatterers
are nonisotropic, and specular scattering produces a scattering center that is not fixed
on the target. In addition, the reflectivity distribution is polarization dependent.
Hence. the reflectivity distribution should be annotated as gtr.6oxy), where t and r refer
to the transmit and receive polarization states, and 00 is the aspect angle of the center of
the angular window.
For the construction of scattering center maps, three-dimensional images are
desirable (i.e.. reflectivity distributions given by gtr.(0o,o)(x,y,z), where 00 and 00 denote
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the polar angles of the radar line-of-sight relative to the target). However, rotating the
model targets on a pylon about any arbitrary axis is difficult; hence, full solid angle
coverage for gtr,(go,0)(x,yz) is not possible. Given the available subset of possible
images gtr,(eo,o)(XYz), the model construction process consists of locating the major
scatterers and then using the polarization properties and angular dependence as
revealed in the images to identify and categorize them.
The end result is a scattering center map of the target from which various target
properties of interest (RCS and glint) can be simulated in a HWIL chamber. Or, the
scattering center maps can be analyzed for application to target-modeling and targetidentification purposes. The map is a set of scattering strengths and phases fAj
}tr
located at positions rj. where rj is a position vector defined with respect to a coordinate
system fixed within the target. The tr subscript is attached to indicate that the (Aj . t)
depend on the transmit and receive polarizations. Implicit in this approach to target
modeling are two assumptions: (1) The wavelength is much less than both the target
overall size and the size of any structures on the target and (2) multiple-bounce
scattering between scattering centers is negligible.
.

2.3.

CALCUIATION OF GINT AND RCS FROM A SCATTERING CENTER MAP

From a scattering center map (Aj. 4j, r]), the apparent AOA can be calculated by the
following equation (Reference 1):
iAJ Ai AJ cos(J-

i)

T=

.,

Yj.iAj
7.1

fAl -nco

(7)

where aj = 2ka. rj/R, j = 2kR. rj + 4j. R is a unit vector directed from the radar to the
target. R is the range from the radar to the target. k = 21c/k, and the sums are taken from
1 to the number of scattering centers N. T1is the AOA measured from the direction of R,
and a is a unit vector orthogonal to R. We have suppressed the polarization dependence
in this simplified version of the glint equation. Similarly, the RCS is given by
a = l~iAi expO2kR-ri

2

-

(8)

We would like to have confidence that the angle calculated from the scattering
center maps by Equation 7 agrees with the angle that would actually be measured by a
tracking radar. To develop this confidence, a monopulse antenna and receiver were
implemented in the radar, in addition to the ISAR receiver.
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3. DESCRITION OF RADAR
.1. OVERVIEW
The radar was designed to operate on a far-field RCS facility at a radar-to-target
range of 1000 meters (Figure 2). Figures 3 and 4, respectively, are external and interval
views of the radar van and antenna assembly. The van and antenna mounting
assembly are portable, permitting measurements as needed in a variety of locations.
The antenna gimbal in Figure 3 permits fine scanning (needed for the monopulse
receiver calibration) and alignment of the antennas over a ±10-degree angular region.
Junction Ranch radars and
control building
Targets on 40-ft pylon

'G
radar
and van

Generator

210 m

100 m

FIGURE 2. Radar Configuration at Junction Ranch RCS Range.
Table 1 summarizes the capabilities of the radar, and Figure 5 is an overall block
diagram. The radar has three major sections: transmitter; RCS/ISAR receiver; and
monopulse receiver. Figure 6 is a block diagram of the transmit and RCS/ISAR
sections, and Figure 7 is a block diagram of the monopulse section.
The 44- to 46-GHz radar signal is generated by mixing a 5- to 7-GHz signal (derived
from a synthesizer) with a 39-GHz local oscillator signal. Typically, 201 frequency
points are used over a 2-GHz bandwidth. This combination produces an alias-free range
of only 30 meters. so that a target at a range of 1000 meters would be masked by clutter
foldover, even in the fully phase-locked stepped-frequency mode of the HP-8510B. To
shift the reference plane to the target zone, a 6.5-microsecond (pis) delay line is inserted
in the reference channel path; this approach also allows us to use the much higher data
rate of the HP-8510B ramp mode. Because a 6.5-ps delay line was not available with
sufficient bandwidth at 5 to 7 GHz. the synthesizer is swept from 1.25 to 1.75 GHz and
the delay provided in this band; frequency quadruplers then recover the 5- to 7-GHz
signals needed. The HP-85 lOB is operated in the multisource mode with a factor-of-four
frequency offset for proper frequency registration of synthesized and detected signals.
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As described below, this reference plane-shift is also needed to ensure that the detected
signal does not fall outside of the final 10-kilohertz (kHz) bandwidth of the HP-8510B
detector.

..
i

..

FIGURE 3. Outside View of the Radar Van and Antennas.

FIGURE 4. Interior View of the Radar Van.
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TABLE 1. Radar Parameters
Vaa

Parameter

Vakbe

Center frequency
Bandwidth
Modulation format
Number of frequencies
Time for one complete
4-polarization range cut
Time for 2-polarization
range cut
Target range
Transmitter
Amplifier type

45 GHz
2.0 GHz
Swept frequency, continuous wave (CW)
201 or 401
0.76 second
0.38 second
1000 meters
TWT

Output power

30.0 watts, average

Polarization states
Antenna diameter
Antenna gain
Beamwidth
Polarization isolation
Imaging receive channel
First intermediate freq (IF)
Second IF
Final bandwidth
Antenna diameter
Antenna gain
Beamwidth
Polarization isolation
Monopulse receive channel
Antenna diameter
Feed type
Feed polarization
Sum beam gain
Beamwidth
Difference null depth

Linear vertical and horizontal
60 centimeters
47 decibels
0.5 degree
Greater than 20 decibels
5 to 7 GHz
10 MHz
10 kHz
60 centimeters
47 decibels
0.5 degree
Greater than 20 decibels
60 centimeters
TEl0 waveguide, four ports
Vertical
47 decibels
0.5 deg
At least 30 decibels

Orthomode transducers in both the transmitter and the receiver channels separate
the horizontal and vertical polarizations. The transmit power amplifier is a 30-watt
high gain traveling-wave-tube (TWTl amplifier.
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3.2. ThANSWnEMT
The synthesizer generates a stepped-frequency output over the interval from 1.25 to
1.75 GHz. The delay/multiplier (Figure 8) splits this output into two paths. The channel
destined to be the reference signal passes through a 6.5-ps acoustic wave delay line,
followed by two stages of frequency doubling to place the output in the 5- to 7-GHz band.
The channel to be fed to the transmitter upconverter also has two stages of frequency
doubling, but no delay.
The output of the transmitter upconverter (44 to 46 GHz), after bandpass filtering, is
fed to a pin switch. This switch and the switches in the receiver paths are used to
provide a hardware range gate to reduce direct coupling between the transmit and
receive antennas. The output of the pin switch drives the TWT amplifier.
-15dB

1-2G~k

-

-

Ausk Wave

1-2 G-iz
3D B gmua

3OcBgah3ufgi

To8510
ReFewce knpu

HP8349
FIGURE 8. Delay/Multiplier Circuit.
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The design challenge for the polarization switching network (Figure 9) is the high
30-W average power requirement. The diode window switches are reflective diode
arrays (Reference 2) across the waveguide that are transparent in the off-state and
reflective in the on-state. When in the on-state, the reflected power is absorbed in the
load. One of the windows is always in the on-state and the other in the off-state; the
desired polarization is set by the window in the off-state.
The transmit antenna is a 60-centimeter (cm) Cassegrain parabolic antenna. Figure
3 is a photograph of the antenna assembly, showing the transmitting antenna and the
two receiving antennas. The antennas are mounted on a mechanical (nonmotorized)
precision gimbal that permits accurate pointing of the 0.5-degree-beamwidth antennas.

mDiode array'B
switches
y

Sv

9

0 -

VrtlTwist

TwsTransmit

I
From
TWVT

Antenna

Hybrid
Ring

amplifier
Circulator

Horizontal

From
computer

Rectangular-to-Circular
Transiton

Switch
Drivers

iQ

Rectangular waveguide

I

Circular waveguide

FIGURE 9. Transmitter Polarization Control Circuit.
3.3. ]LAR RECEIVER
The receiving antenna is identical to the transmitting antenna and is mounted next
to it. The linear vertical and horizontal components of the received signal are
separated by an orthomode transducer and fed to balanced mixers whose local
oscillator (LO) signals are provided by the 39-GHz impact avalanche and transit time
(IMPATT) oscillator. The mixer outputs fall in the 5- to 7-GHz band needed for the HP85101B. Following further amplification and filtering, the outputs are passed to pin
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switches used for blanking the input to the HP-851OB receiver. These switches are
driven from a digital delay pulse generator that provides a pulse delayed by 6.5 ps from
the transmitter control pulse.
3.4. MONOPULSE RECEIVER
A 60-cm parabolic antenna with integral dual-axis monopulse comparator is the
basis for the monopulse AOA receiver. The outputs of the sum beam-port and the
azimuth and elevation difference beam-ports are downconverted using a reference
signal of 44.16 to 46.16 GHz derived from the 39-GHz LO and the 5- to 7-GHz sweep output
from the synthesizer. The yttrium-iron-garnet (YIG) voltage-tuned filter is required for
filtering spurious outputs from the single-sideband upconverter. The mixer outputs
thus are centered at an IF of 160 MHz.
After filtering. two phase detectors are used to develop outputs proportional to the
sine and cosine of the phase between the sum and the difference channels. The 6-decibel
attenuators in the azimuth and elevation difference channels are needed to balance the
signal loss in the sum channel arising from the four-way power divider. The 90-degree
hybrid produces an output signal with a phase given by * = tan-1 (WE), where A and E are
the difference and sum beam signals, respectively. The phase detector sine and cosine
channels then yield outputs given respectively (in volts) by
Vs = 2.5 sine = 2.5,&/ (d2+1 2) 1/ 2

(9)

and
Vc = 2.5 cos0 = 2.5 E/(A2 + :2 ) 1 / 2

(10)

.

The theoretical and experimental variations of Vs and Vc measured during a
calibration run are given in the section discussing radar calibration.
3.5. CONTROL AND DATA-PROCESSING COMPUTERS
As indicated in Figure 5. separate computers are used for radar control and data
acquisition and for on-line data analysis. An HP-9000/500 computer controls all the
functions and timing of the radar, including data acquisition. For maxlmizlng the
data-acquisition rate (as discussed in the next section), all of the error-processing and
calibration functions that the HP-8510B is capable of carrying out internally are
disabled (including the display), and the raw I and Q data are passed directly into the
random access memory (RAM) of the HP-9000/500.
When taking full polarization data (all four combinations of vertical and
horizontal transmit and receive polarizations), the 10-megabyte RAM capacity fills
after 12 degrees of target rotation. At this point, the target is stopped and the data are
stored to a hard disk. After storage, the target is then restarted and the measurements
are continued.
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While the data-acquisition continues, the data-analysis HP-9000/300 computer
then accesses the hard disk and computes ISAR images for on-line analysis. These
near-real-time images are essential for quality control and data assessment.

4.

AG

THE DATA-ACQUISITION RATE

A penalty paid for the flexibility of an HP-8510B-based radar is the relatively slow
data-measurement rate; for the large L/X ratios in the present case, a very large number
of data points indeed must be taken, so that measurement time is an important
consideration. To derive an equation for the maximum rotation rate of the target, note
that the angular sampling interval 80 (the maximum change in target rotation angle
between samples at the same frequency) is set by applying the Nyquist sampling
criterion to the echo phase produced by a reflector at the edge of the target:
80 =W42L

.

U11)

where 4 is the factor (4a 1) by which the angular sampling exceeds the Nyquist criterion.
If Np polarization states are required (each state requiring a separate sweep) and if each
sweep requires Ts total time, then It follows that the rotation rate of the target Is

e

(10.8 x 103) X/12x

pTs

(deg/mlin)

.

(12)

In Figure 10 we plot 0 as a function of Ts . Note that very slow rotation rates are
required. The total sweep time encompasses the synthesizer phase-lock time, the time
for the sweep itself, a hand-off time for passing the data to a computer, and any internal
processing time within the HP-8510B (such as error correction and display updating).
We used the three following techniques to achieve the shortest possible Ts.
9 Ramp Mode. In the stepped frequency mode of the HP-8510B. the synthesizer phaselocks to a commanded frequency at every frequency. Although this mode ensures high
frequency accuracy, the length of time required for the synthesizer to lock causes the
frequency dwell time per frequency to be 50 milliseconds (ms): for 201 frequency points.
Ts would be at least 10 s, which is impractically long.
In the ramp mode, phase-lock occurs only for the first frequency, and then the
frequency sweeps at a rate of about 0.2 ms per point. Some frequency accuracy is lost,
but the total sweep time is much faster. The ramp mode is used in the radar; note,
however, that for the 1000-meter radar-to-target range, the ramp mode requires the
reference signal delay to prevent the echo from falling outside of the 10-kHz final
bandwidth of the HP-8510B detection circuits. That is, for a frequency sweep rate fr
(Hz/s; note that fr * 1/Ts. since Ts includes time periods when the frequency is not
actually changing) and target range R. the instantaneous frequency of the return signal
differs from the instantaneous frequency of the transmitted signal by Af = 2frR/c. In
the ramp mode, fr = 25 GHz/s for a I-GHz sweep interval and 201 points; hence, Af = 42
kHz, which falls well outside the 10-kHz bandwidth. Delaying the reference avoids this
problem.
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0

.1i,
.1

l , ,
Obtained for this radar

1

Total Sweep Time (sec)
FIGURE 10. Total Sweep Time Versus Maximum Allowable
Target Rotation Rate Obtained by Plotting Equation 12 With L = 9
Meters and 4 = 1.0.
Bypassed InternalError Correctionin the BP-85 lOB. We bypass the internal error
correction routines In the HP-8510B and send the raw I and Q data directly to the
controlling computer. The calibration and error corrections are applied after the test
during data reduction.
* DataStorage n RAM. The raw I and Q data are stored in RAM during the target
rotation. when the RAM is filled to capacity (after about 25 degrees of target rotation),
the target Is stopped and the data transferred to a hard disk.
Using these techniques, we are able to achieve a value of Ts = 0.19 s. By Figure 10,
the rotation rate must be no greater than 3.8 deg/min for Np = 4. In fact, we use a
rotation rate of 2.1 deg/min to provide an altaslng margin of 4 = 1.8.

5. MINIMIZING TARGET SPURIOUS MOTION
Any motion of the target during the measurement that deviates from uniform
rotation has the potential to introduce blurred scattering centers and false scattering
centers due to allasing. The Appendix analyzes a simple model of motion noise and
demonstrates that the permissible amplitude of nonuniform rotation depends on the
frequency components of the motion. The permissible amplitude-frequency product is
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proportional to wavelength (Equation A-7), so that the problem is particularly severe
for the relatively short 0.67-cm wavelength used here. Prior to the first measurements
on the range. our uncertainty about what level of spurious motion to expect led us to
consider a number of schemes to incorporate position-measuring sensors such as
accelerometers and rate gyros in the targets and pylon. We rejected them because of the
expense and problems of Implementation.
It turns out that such techniques are not needed, as long as the measurements are
carried out in dead calm wind conditions. The pylon is very rigid, so that free torsional
motion and flexing are essentially nonexistent. The measurements must be carried out
at night when wind speeds are lowest. In fact, throughout the principal measurement
period in September 1989. the winds were dead calm. No artifacts or responses caused
by spurious target rotation were observed.

6. RADAR CALIBRATION
6.1. COPOLAR

RET'RN

The dihedral diagrammed in Figure I1 (shown mounted in the 45-degree position) is
used to calibrate the radar (Reference 3). Mounted in the vertical orientation (0-degree
position), the dihedral has a calculable RCS from physical optics theory given by
oVV = OHH = 2x (ab)2 /X2 ,

(13)

where a is the length of the dihedral (102 cm). b is the maximum width of the face (35.8
cm), and X is wavelength. For the calibration dihedral, this RCS is calculated as OV =
alHH = 42.7 decibels relative to one square meter (dBsm). The very large size of this
dihedral compared to a wavelength (a/I = 152) ensures that the physical optics limit
required by Equation 13 is satisfied. The edges of the dihedral were beveled at an angle
of 15 degrees to produce a knife-edge and hence minimize the return from edge
diffraction.
6.2. CROSS-POLARUD RETURN
Following a measurement of the dihedral in the 0-degree position, the dihedral was
mounted at an angle of 45 degrees. In this position, the dihedral (in the physical optics
limit) produces an RCS in the cross-polarization channel that also is given by Equation
13 and produces no return in the copolarized channel. That is, the dihedral functions
as an ideal polarization transformer.
To avoid possible errors arising from receiver saturation, these calibration RCS
values should be somewhat smaller. However, this size dihedral was the smallest that
would effectively shadow the rotator (as shown in Figure 11).
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FIGURE 11. Calibration Dihedral as Mounted on the
Rotator in the 45-Degree Position. The 0-degree
position places the trough of the dihedral in a vertical
orientation. Dimensions are in centimeters.
6.3. MONOPULSE AOA CALBRATION
Ideally, it would be desirable to calibrate the monopulse channel by moving a point
reflector throughout the target zone. However, a variety of mechanical, electrical, and
rotator-shielding problems make this approach completely impractical. Therefore. to
calibrate the monopulse channel, the dihedral was mounted in the 0-degree position
and the radar antenna gimbal was manually scanned through the target zone in steps of
0.14 degree in the azimuth and elevation planes. The outputs of the monopulse channel
phase detectors were recorded as a function of the antenna gimbal position. Moving the
antennas in this manner is equivalent to moving a point target in the target zone itself
only to the extent that the clutter observed by the radar does not change as the antenna
gimbal is scanned.
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Figure 12 is a plot of a typical azimuth calibration curve. For comparison,
theoretical curves are also shown that were calculated using the measured monopulse
sum and difference antenna patterns supplied by the manufacturer. The calibration
curves agree approximately with the theory.
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FIGURE 12. Output of the Monopulse Phase Detectors as the Antenna
Gimbal Is Scanned Through the Target Zone With a Dihedral
Calibration Target.

7. SAMPLE MEAUREMENTS
Figure 13 is an example of an AOA measurement taken on a 1:60 scale model of a
medium-sized bomber aircraft. The AOA was derived from the sine channel output of
the phase detector (as given by Equation 9). The approximate length of the model is60
cm. The trace shows "bright spot wander" and large excursions in the apparent target
center at broadside that are typical of glint data. The trace is offset from the boresight
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position of the antenna, because the monopulse antenna was not pointed directly at the

target center. This measurement was made at a radar-to-target range of 130 meters.
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FIGURE 13. Variation of the Apparent Center of Scattering of a Model
Aircraft Target as the Target Is Rotated.
Figure 14 gives an example of an ISAR image of an 8-meter one-fifth-scale aircraft
target. No spurious responses or image blurring are observed in the images attributable
to target/pylon vibration, wind-induced vibrations, an Insufficient sampling rate, or
similar experimental deficiencies. We had been concerned that the combination of a
subcentimeter wavelength and the out-of-doors operation might make sharp ISAR
images unobtainable in spite of our best efforts.
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FIGURE 14. ISAR Contour Plots of a Model Aircraft Target. The
radar is located at the left, viewing the target in near-broadside
aspect. The numbers of the abscissa and ordinate are the indices of
the two-dimensional Fourier transform used to form the image. B =
1.0 GHz; AO = 1.6 degrees.

8. CONCLUSIONS
A 45-gigahertz radar has been developed that yields full-polarization inverse
synthetic aperture radar images and instantaneous angle-of-arrival measurements for
The system is portable and self-contained.
angular scintillation studies.
Measurements have been successfully made on large scale-model targets at a range of
1000 meters.
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Appendix
BLURRING OF THE WAGE CAUSED BY NONUNIFORM ROTATIONAL MOTION
The purpose of this Appendix Is to calculate the amplitude and frequency of
nonuniform target azimuthal rotation that can lead to target blurring. We use the
following simple model. Consider a target that is rotating about the z-axis (Figure 1 of
main text) according to

0(t) = Ct + Orsin % t

(A-1)

,

where the first term is the desired uniform rotation at a rate Q and the second term is
"noise" with an amplitude 0 n and frequency O caused by backlash, wind, etc. Near
broadside, the downrange displacement for a point on the target located a distance r
from the center of rotation is
y = p0 = PM+P0snOt

A-2)

.

For an interval between samples (at a given frequency) of At. the downrange change in
displacement is given by
Ay = pAt +pOn(OnCOS Ont At

(A-3)

The performance limits for image formation occur when Ay is a maximum, which
occurs when ont = (n - 1)i (n any integer). In this case.
Ay = (pQ + POn n } At

(A-4)

.

Recovery of the phase variation requires that Ay < X/2, which leads to the condition
OnOn < ,/2pAt) - fl.

(A-5)

The rotation rate Q is set by the same Nyquist criterion discussed in regard to Equation
10 in main text; this equation leads to
Q = 88/At = X./214&t .

(A-6)

Hence. the condition on the frequency and amplitude of the noise term in Equation A-5
becomes
Onrpn 5 (/2AO[ll p - I /LZ

(0<
5p!5L/2)

(A-7)

A plot of the equality in Equation A-7 is given In Figure A-i for the parameters
appropriate to the 45-gigahertz radar for two different values of p. These curves are
approximate boundaries between a blurred image (at a given value of p) and an
unblurred image. The upper right-hand portion of the plot corresponds to conditions
that blur the image; the lower left-hand portion corresponds to conditions that do not.
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At the edge of the target (p = 450 cm). for example, the nonuniform motion at a frequency
of 0.1 hertz must have an angular amplitude less than about 0.08 degree to prevent
blurring.
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FIGURE A-1. A't a Given Distance p From the Center of
Rotation, a Plot of the Boundary Between the
Combination of Nonuniform Angular Rotation
Amplitude and Rotation F:equency That Permits
Sufficient Sampling of the Phase Variation (Lower Left)
and Undersampling (Upper Right). Undersampling will
produce blurring and/or image aliases.
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